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1. INTRODUCTION

At the end of 1970, JGC Corporation (called Japan Gasoline
Co., Ltd. at the time and hereinafter referred to as JGC) and
Saint Gobain Technique Nouvelles of France (hereinafter referred
to as SGN), as joint prime contractors, received an order for
the construction of a spent nuclear fuel reprocessing plant, the
first in Japan, from the Power Reactor & Nuclear Fuel Develop-
ment Corporation (hereinafter referred to as PNC).

The construction work started in June 1971 at Tokai-mura,
Ibaragi-ken, Japan and was completed in October 1974, about
seven months behind the original schedule. The plant is pre-
sently under test operation.

This paper briefly describes the construction work up to
the completion of the blank tests.

2. DETAILED DESIGN

In December 1965, PNC ordered the detailed design for this
plant from SGN who completed same in January 1969. The design
was based on the French CEA"s experience with its Marcoule and
La Hague Plants and also SGN1s design eyperience with these
plants and the Eurochemic Plant.
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As the design basis, design philosophy, process, etc. are
explained in the literature [1] in detail, explanations will be
abbreviated here.

At the detailed design stage, JGC was selected by SGN as a
subcontractor and participated in the design work. Accordingly,
JGC checked all SGN documents to be delivered to PNC so that
these documents would not conflict with the Japanese regulations
and would be well based on Japanese industrial standards and
manufacturing practices. Furthermore, JGC prepared a part of the
detailed design and conducted all aseismic studies and the ont.ire
site survey. The detailed designs prepared by JGC covered the
i./!lowing items:

Building Strength Calculations
Building and Cell Detailed Drawings
Ventilation Duct Drawings
Vessel Strength Calculations
Welded Equipment Detailed Drawings
Detailed Piping Drawings and Models
Line and Cable Drawings for Instrumentation and
Electrical Work

Aseismic Design for Buildings, Equipment and
Piping Lines

3. PREPARATORY PERIOD PRIOR TO CONSTRUCTION COMMENCEMENT

Early in the design work, JGC studied various matters in
anticipation of being awarded the contract for construction
work, based on various advices given by SGN reflecting their
extensive experience. As a result, the conclusion was reached
that for successfully constructing a reprocessing plant, which
requires far stricter welding specifications and inspection con-
ditions than those for the usual chemical or petrochemical plants,
the establishment of special welding technology and the acquisi-
tion of sufficiently qualified welders for further training were
imperative.

Under such circumstances, JGC concluded technical licensing
agreements with La Société Forges et Ateliers D'audincort and La
Soudure Autogène Française, which are experienced in welding work
related to the construction of reprocessing plants in France, and
subsequently despatched several welding engineers and welders to
these firms for training. Concurrently, JGC established a weld-
ing center at its Yokohama Engineering Division, mainly for the
purpose of training welders and providing practice in reprocess-
ing plant work, with the engineers and welders who received
training in France constituting the nucleus. Training at this
center was provided mainly for welders of subcontractors to be
engaged in the field piping and lining work. The total number
of welders who received such training amounted to 47.
The engineers and welders trained in France also visited the
equipment manufacturer's shops to provide guidance in welding
matters. On the other hand, JGC carried out domestic market
surveys and also energetically conducted appraisal of manu-
facturers' technical capabilities in collaboration with SGN.
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4. CONSTRUCTION

While the scope of the detailed design conducted by SGN
covered the entire reprocessing facilities, including the ana-
lytical center, high active solid waste storage, decontamination
shop, etc., the scope of construction work conducted by the JGC-
SGN Joint Venture was limited to the main plant and the waste
disposal facility which constitute the main parts of the facili-
ties. PNC's orders for the construction of the other portion
were placed with other contractors.

The scale of the construction work undertaken by JGC-SGN
is indicated in Table I. The mandays consumed in the field
construction work by the JGC subcontractors are shown in Table
II and the manhours consumed by JGC for engineering and super-
vision, in Table III.

4.1. Division of work between JGC and SGN

The construction contract was concluded between PNC and the
JGC-SGN Joint Venture. While the work was executed under the
collective responsibility of JGC-SGN as far as PNC was concerned,
the responsibilities were actually divided between JGC and SGN
according to the joint venture agreement concluded between the
two parties. The scope of work, organization, method of work
prosecution, liabilities, risks, etc. were defined in detail
in this agreement. The division of responsibilities between
JGC and SGN was generally as explpined in the following and the
respective work was executed accordingly.

SGN was responsible for the procurement of all items to be
imported from Europe, related expediting, inspections, customs
clearance, transportation of these items to the jobsite and
joint field supervision with JGC. The main imported items are
indicated in Table IV.

JGC's responsibilities were for the procurement of equip-
ment and materials of Japanese origin, their expediting, in-
spections, placing orders for the field work with subcontractors
and joint field supervision with SGN.

4.2. Organization

A single project team was organized by the JGC-SGN Joint
Venture. The project manager was selected from among JGC person-
nel and the deputy project manager from SGN and the project
management was actually executed through discussions between
these two managers.

A field office was set up under this management and the
office manager was appointed from among the SGN personnel and
the deputy manager from the JGC personnel.

Regarding the field work supervision, supervisors were
selected from both JGC and SGN and supervision was carried out
under their collaboration. Ten to twelve SGN supervisors were
stationed at the jobsite throughout the construction period.
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Although there were some cases where mutual understanding was
not sufficiently reached due to language differences, formal
discussions were held in English and it may be said that there
was practically no trouble in executing the joint project.

4.3. Schedule

The field construction work was commenced in June 1971.
While it was initially scheduled to be completed ir. 33 months,
namely by March 1974, actually, the completion was delayed by
about 7 months.

The critical paths were the building work and cell and pool
lining in the first construction year, the subsequent piping
work extending another year and a half, blank tests and repairs
after the tests following the piping work.

JGC, in controlling the complex construction work, divided
the plant into a number of areas and further, as to each cell
and room within all areas, JGC studied the construction sequences
and prepared construction schedules and manuals separately for
each cell and room so as to facilitate schedule control.

Also, for controlling the work, concerning organization,
a schedule controller was appointed under the field office
manager to assume charge of controlling the entire construction
schedule, with each area supervisor being responsiolc for the
schedule pertaining to particular area.

JGC does not consider that there was any particular problem
in the use of such method and organization for schedule control-
ling. Actually, however, a delay of about one month occurred
during the first construction year. Thereafter, each time a
delay occurred, the work schedule was revised to keep to the
initially established schedule. In spite of such efforts,
however, a delay of 7 months resulted. This delay was con-
sidered to be mainly due to the following causes:

Soil collapse at the time of foundation excavation work
due to a typhoon.
Relining due to damaged lining after installation.
Considerable time was required for manufacturing the
equipment due to the severe specifications and quality
controls imposed. (Both for Japanese made and imported
items)
Design changes in connection with improvements in the
clarification process.
Difficulty in securing necessary number of workers due
to higher wages since the oil crisis.

4.4. Cost control

One of the difficulties concerning the present project was
cost control. Difficulties occurred from the cost estimating
stages of preparing the quotation to be submitted to PNC. For
estimating costs of equipment that would satisfy the severe
specifications stipulated under SGN1S detailed design, cost
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data then in JGC1s hand were useless and, therefore, the cost
estimation work required considerable time and labor. For in-
stance, when inquiries on a certain item were placed with
several vendors, there were cases where the highest and lowest
quotations differred almost two-fold.

Under such circumstances, based on the contract amount, a
project execution budget was set up for each category of work
to facilitate cost control. Fortunately, at the early stages
of project execution, domestic commodity prices were relatively
stable and the procurement of equipment, piping materials, in-
struments, etc. proceeded smoothly. As for the field work,
however, especially the field piping work which wan concentrated
toward the latter half of the construction period, the increase
in mandays accompanying the delays in schedule and the rise in
commodity prices due to the oil crisis severely affected the
budget, with eventual disbursement being at the rate of 129
against the budget base of 100. Such situation applied equally
to JGC's manhour costs for which the disbursement rate was 165
against the budget base of 100.

4.5. Problems encountered during construction period

While there were a number of problems in connection with
equipment manufacturing and field construction work which re-
quired much effort in solving throughout the construction
period, some typ:.cal problems are mentioned in the following:

1. Concerning welders who had been drilled by JGC prior to
the start of the project, JGC imposed further welder qualifica-
tion tests as stipulated under the SGN detailed design. Still,
at the early stage of the field work soon after the start of
construction, in spite of the fact that the work was executed
by qualified welders, there were many cases of defective weld-
ing in both the lining and piping work detected as a result of
radiographie examinations. It took much time and effort for
JGC to eliminate such defective work.

The defects were mostly blow holes and the rate of rejected
films/total radiographie films was as high as approximately 30%.
Principal causes of such defects were the very high humidity at
the jobsite and the difficult welding positions the welders were
forced to adopt in the restricted work locations. However, as
the job progressed, the welders became accustomed to welding
under such conditions and also as a result of taking care to
keep the parts to be welded dry, the said rate was reduced to
about 10%. Further, in the latter half of the construction
period, this rate was reduced to 3% or under and the eventual
average rate was 4%.

2. As to the pool lining work, to enable the application
of radiographie examinations, a method was adopted whereby the
pools were firstly fabricated using stainless steel plates,
with concrete being subsequently placed around such pools.



Also, large temporary buildings were built over these pools to
protect them from the elements. The permanent building to house
these pools was built after their completion.

Due to thfc. adoption of such construction method, the con-
struction and removal of such large scale temporary buildings
required considerable labor and constituted a large hindrance
in executing the construction work.

The largest of the pools is 10 m by 20 m by 10 m deep and
the plates used for the lining were of 4 mm thickness for the
bottom and 3 mm thickness for the sides. Points which required
much effort were the reinforcements for maintaining the flatness
of the lining surface and also the elimination of welding
strains.

3. As a feature of the present plant, compactness of layout
can be mentioned. However, due to this, there were many loca-
tions at which the piping work had to be executed under great
difficulties. When a large number of piping is to be installed
within a narrow space, it is difficult to determine the optimum
work sequence with reference to only the piping drawings and 1/5
scale piping model. Therefore, JGC made full scale mock-up
models with carbon steel and worked out procedures for pipe
fitting, welding and inspections at the jobsite. Following such
procedures, JGC successfully completed the piping work conducted
within narrow sapces of 5 m x 70 cm x ô m length called "chimneys".
However, such piping work alone took approximately two months.

5. CONCLUSION

JGC has acquired much valuable experience in executing the
present project entailing the construction of the first reprocess-
ing plant in Japan. This experience leads us to believe that
st:.11 further improvements can be brought about in the construc-
tion of nuclear chemical plants of this type in the future.
From the standpoint of a construction contractor, assuming the
sane conditions for safety, reliability, etc. of the plant, JGC
is in favor of a design as simple as possible that will limit
th<; need for special construction techniques to a minimum in
order to reduce construction time and save cos'.t. In this con-
nection, JGC considers that even though such simplification
requires the use of more materials to some extent, such demerit
compares favorably with the increase ^n work ;.oad due to working
difficulties and other factors resulting from more complex and
compact designs. Also JGC is of the opinion that construction
methods, construction sequences, etc. have to be studied as
ea.cly as possible in the design work stages.
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TABLE I

SCALE OF CONSTRUCTION WORK UNDERTAKEN BY JGC-SGN
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Descriptive Items Main Plant Waste Disposal
Facility Total

-No. of floors 6 floors
(Aboveground)
3 floors
(Underground)

- Building site area (m2) 5,000
- Building total 22,000
floor area (m2)

- No. of cells 49
- Concrete volume 30,000
placed (in3)

- Ventilated air 310,000
volume (rn3/h)

- Total length of 8,200
ventilation ducts
(m)

- No. of welded 937
equipment items

- Cell and pool total 5,000
lining area (m2)

- Total length of 80,000 '
stainless steel
piping (m)

- No. of welded points 58,700
of stainless steel
piping

3 floors
{Aboveground)
1 floor
(Underground)

1,700
6,000

10
9,000

95,000

1,900

111

1,700

13,000

7,800

6,700
28,000

59
39,000

405,000

10,100

1,048

6,700

93,000

66,500

TABLE II

MAN-DAYS FOR FIELD WORK

Category

Building
Ventilation
Electrical
Pool and cell lining
Equipment erection
Piping
Instrumentation
Blank test
Miscellaneous

Total

Spent Man-Days

190,321
18,160
16,226
18,470
11,325
125,948
26,498
4,935
2,062

413,945



TABLE III

MAN-HOURS FOR ENGINEERING AND
SUPERVISION DURING CONSTRUCTION

Category Spemt Man-Hours

Project
Welded equipment
Mechanical equipment
In str umentat ion
Piping
Electrical
Ventilation
Building
Miscellaneous
Inspection
Field supervision
Procurement
Clerical services, etc.

Total

41,474
45,330
38,949
54,277
152,812
28,202
10,990
95,295
22,761
83,645
242,810
61,287
15,735

893,567

TABLE IV

LIST OF MAIN IMPORTED EQUIPMENT

Category Name of Equipment

Ventilation

Welded equipment

Mechanical equipment

Instrument

Others

Absolute filter
High efficiency filter

Dissolver
Mixer settler
High active liquid waste-
evaporator

Acid recovery evaporator

Shearing device
Vertical canned motor pump

Flow control device for mixer
settler

Interface level detector for
mixer settler

Pu rotative analyzer

Shielding window
Sampling bench


